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for grant-earning purposes the Board of Education found it
convenient to lump them all together in its regulations for
secondary schools, though parliament carefully avoided using
this term. Financial needs gradually lessened the distance
between the rate-provided and the endowed, by bringing more
and more day schools under government regulations, earning
for some of them rate aid when over-ambitious governors
have frittered away their endowments and have then found
their income from fees inadequate to keep the building and
equipment up-to-date. Others have given a percentage of free
places to earn a direct government grant such as that which
Mr. Fisher offered in 1919 to encourage the employment of
specialist masters and the development of sixth forms working
for the higher school certificate and competing for state
scholarships. At the same time, many a new municipal second-
ary school was enabled to send a fair number of pupils to the
university, while the demand for secondary teachers and
industrial chemists provided them with new liberal profes-
sions into which they might enter. This approximation to an
older type provided some justification for the increasingly
frequent adoption of the title ' grammar school' from 1926
on.
One weak point in this new educational policy was the
lack of either co-ordination or differentiation between
endowed grammar schools and county secondary schools when
both kinds co-existed in the same local community. Instead of
building up a strong sixth form in one selected school, much
as there is usually one good lycee in each French town, the
government chose to grant aid towards a considerable number
of redundant and superfluous sixth forms, thus giving
grammar-school pretensions to too many schools nearly all of
whose pupils went to work at sixteen, while failing to give
lesser-public-school prestige to those of their pupils who went
through the sixth form. In the place of an intelligible and
defensible differentiation of function, social gradation became
paramount, reflecting the different homes from which the
pupils came, the different schools in which they had had their

